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Abstract 
 
When learning to play a musical instrument like for instance drums, one has to practice a lot. 
Often practicing has the form of playing along with songs played from a CD or an iPod. 
Especially with drums there is the phenomenon that long sections of relatively simple 
repetitions are interspersed with complex fills. To practice these complex sections the 
playback device has to be repeatedly ‘rewound’ to the beginning of the section and sometimes 
fast forwarded to the next interesting section. Hence there exists a need for a device to control 
an iPod which makes it easy to mark a section of music and to play this repeatedly. The 
project described here uses the mbed to control the iPod and the user interface which 
comprises an LCD, buttons, rotary encoder and a motorized fader. 
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System overview 

 
The project was inspired by several sources. First there were an iPod with a defective display 
and a rarely used dock and of course the electronic drum kit. On the Internet I found the well 
known article http://ipl.derpapst.eu/wiki/Apple_Accessory_Protocol about the iPod 
commands as well as the pin-out of the dock connector 
http://ipl.derpapst.eu/wiki/IPod_to_TandA_remotecontrol_adapter. Another source of 
inspiration was the WinAmp controller in Elektor 
http://www.elektor.com/magazines/2010/february/winamp-controller.1222102.lynkx which 
used a motor fader to indicate and control the playback position of the music. Initially I 
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intended to add a MIDI record and playback facility which would record/playback MIDI 
commands from the drum kit in EEPROM. This however was not implemented because of 
lack of time and because our drum kit lacks a MIDI-in input. 
 

 
Prototype with iPod in dock, base-board, motor-fader and user-interface 

 
 
The main program is responsible for the creation and initialization of all objects and variables, 
after the initialization the main event loop is entered. The event loop has the following 
structure: 
 
    for (;;) { 
        switch (kb.getevent(true)) { 
            case keybrd::keydown: 
                handleKey(kb.getc()); //take action on keypress 
                goto update; 
            case keybrd::keyup: 
                break; 
            case keybrd::posup://rotary encoder turns right 
                cntrl.Right(); //send appropriate action to ipod controller 
                goto update; 
            case keybrd::posdown: 
                cntrl.Left(); 
            update:            //adjust the LCD accordingly 
                if (cntrl.getType() == top) 
                    lcd.printf("%-16s", cntrl.getPathStr());//toplevel name 
                else 
                    lcd.printf("%-16s", cntrl.getTypeStr());//item name  
                break; 
            case keybrd::none: 
                break; 
            default: 
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                printf("Unknown keyboard event\n"); 
        } //switch 
        cntrl.poll();//handle the ipodcontrol events in the event loop 
    } //loop 

Code sample 
 
With the mbed module and the libraries provided with the cloud compiler, it turned out that 
also non-trivial projects can be realized within reasonable time. The primitives offered by the 
library are easy to use and understand. The fact that other users submit useful programs and 
libraries to mbed.org is a big plus. Also the support on the forum is satisfactory. The issues 
that slowed down this project were: 

 Lack of sufficient documentation of the iPod interface 
 Lack of interrupt hooks in the I2C library 
 Issues with AnalogIn (outliers) 

The project as realized is merely a proof of concept, for a real system the following should be 
added or improved: 

 The MIDI recording 
 Improved user interface 
 A dedicated PCB 

 
 


